KEY DESIGN CRITERIA

1. Room sized to accommodate easy wheelchair access.
2. Room layout is to provide "staff" and "patient" zones to afford patient privacy.
3. Layout to provide ready access to frequently used equipment.
4. One chair for family members of patients.
5. Wire management to be per IT Standards.
6. All exposed fasteners to be brushed (chrome) finish.
7. Patient TV shall be connected to pillow speaker by chair with headphone capabilities or wireless headphone system installed.
8. Provide white noise system.
9. 80sf minimum.
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COUNTER SUPPORT DETAIL

EXTEND AND SECURE TO STRUCTURE ABOVE
ACOUSTICAL CEILING TILE

5/8" GYP. BOARD
BRUSHED ALUMINUM
CRL - WU1SASL 1" X 1 1/2"
U-CHANNEL w/ ROLL IN GASKET
1/2" LOW IRON GLASS
1" CORIAN CAP w/ FULL DEPTH SUBSTRATE - PROVIDE 1/4"h. WOOD TO CREATE
1/2"dp. REVEAL (PAINT TO MATCH WALL) - CHANNEL FOR GLASS TO BE RECESSED INTO CAP
BRUSHED ALUMINUM
CRL - WUSSASL 1" X 1"
U-CHANNEL w/ ROLL IN GASKET

TYP. THRU-WALL COUNTER SUPPORT (SEE DETAIL)

2 1/2" 16ga. METAL FRAMING w/ 5/8" GYP. BD. EACH SIDE
SECURE TO SLAB w/ 1/2" HILTI QUICKBOLTS AT 2'-0"o.c.

INFUSION BAY DIVIDER
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